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Abstract

Most of the online multimedia collections, such as pic-
ture galleries or video archives, are categorized in a fully
manual process, which is very expensive and may soon be
infeasible with the rapid growth of multimedia repositories.
In this paper, we present an effective method for automat-
ing this process within the unsupervised learning frame-
work. We exploit the truly multi-modal nature of multi-
media collections—they have multiple views, or modalities,
each of which contributes its own perspective to the col-
lection’s organization. For example, in picture galleries,
image captions are often provided that form a separate
view on the collection. Color histograms (or any other
set of global features) form another view. Additional views
are blobs, interest points and other sets of local features.
Our model, called Comraf* (pronounced Comraf-Star), ef-
ficiently incorporates various views in multi-modal cluster-
ing, by which it allows great modeling flexibility. Comraf*
is a light-weight version of the recently introduced combi-
natorial Markov random field (Comraf). We show how to
translate an arbitrary Comraf into a series of Comraf* mod-
els, and give an empirical evidence for comparable effec-
tiveness of the two. Comraf* demonstrates excellent results
on two real-world image galleries: it obtains 2.5-3 times
higher accuracy compared with a uni-modal k-means.

1. Introduction

Clustering is the core component in many data manage-
ment systems. Recent explosion of multimedia informa-
tion on the WWW demands new clustering techniques that
can seamlessly handle complex structures of multimedia
data. Multimedia information is intrinsically multi-modal.
The word “modality” can be interpreted in many different
ways—in this paper, modality means the type of input. For
example, image captions and color histograms are different
types of input to an image processing system and therefore
we consider them as two separate modalities. Each modal-
ity gives a different aspect of the data, and each modality

has its own dependency relationship with other modalities.
For example, image captions tend to describe events cap-
tured on the image, while annotations usually list salient
objects in the image. Color histograms and texture features
convey visual information to the system.

In this paper, we develop an effective multimedia infor-
mation clustering system based on the recently introduced
combinatorial Markov random field (Comraf) [4]. Com-
raf is a special type of a Markov random field (MRF), de-
signed to be a convenient framework for multi-modal learn-
ing in general, and for multi-modal clustering in particular.
In Comrafs, each data modality is represented by a single
node, corresponding to a random variable of “rich” struc-
ture (called a combinatorial random variable); undirected
edges are drawn between modalities that stay in a statistical
interaction with each other.

We focus on multi-modal clustering of image collec-
tions, when multiple views on the collection are available.
Image clustering can be a useful component in a retrieval
system [7], it can also be a stand-alone application, for ex-
ample, for constructing semantic groups of image retrieval
results [19], or for browsing image collections [1]. Be-
ing fully unsupervised, existing clustering methods often
demonstrate poor performance. We show that by employ-
ing the multi-modal learning paradigm we can significantly
improve clustering results. Multiple modalities are a cheap
form of supervision: while it is expensive to create a large
dataset, each element of which is labeled with its seman-
tic category, it is usually straightforward to obtain another,
orthogonal type of labels, over the data modalities.

The idea of clustering images using both low-level im-
age features and surrounding text (i.e. grouping together
visually similar and semantically related images) has at-
tracted the close attention of research community. Barnard
et al. [1] propose a generative hierarchical model for im-
age clustering, in which every node generates words and
blobs based on the given probability distributions for that
node. Higher level nodes generate more general terms and
lower level nodes generate more specific terms. The EM al-
gorithm is used to fit the model. This approach can handle
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only two feature types (words, blobs); to handle more types,
the model and the learning procedure must be revised.

Cai et al. [6] cluster Web image search results using vi-
sual, textual and link analysis. They extract text relevant
to the image using a vision-based page segmentation algo-
rithm. First, only text and hyperlink data is used to clus-
ter images. The resulting clusters are clustered again using
low-level image features. Loeff et al. [16] apply a similar
approach: they calculate a histogram of gradient magnitude
of the pixel values from every interest point and then clus-
ter images using these local features with global color his-
tograms and surrounding text. Both Cai et al. and Loeff et
al. use spectral clustering methods, where the affinity scores
for every pair of images and every modality must be calcu-
lated, resulting in an unrealistically heavy representation.

Bipartite spectral graph partitioning [8] is useful for co-
clustering two modalities such as documents and words.
Gao et al. [11] extend this method to handle one more
modality. In their tripartite graph model, nodes are arranged
in three layers: words, images and image features. To han-
dle more modalities, Gao et al. [12] propose another method
that is most closely related to our work: they organize
modalities in a star structure of interrelationships, where a
central modality is connected to all the others. They treat
this problem as fusion of multiple pairwise co-clustering
problems. Each sub-problem is solved using the bipartite
graph partitioning method.

Our approach has a few advantages over the others.
First, our method has no practical limitation in the num-
ber of modalities as long as the pairwise interaction data
is available—addition of a modality increases the compu-
tational complexity only linearly. Second, our model can
cluster multiple modalities while taking into account other
modalities, which do not have to be clustered. Third, our
information-theoretic clustering method does not rely on
hard-to-obtain affinity matrices of individual modalities. In-
stead, easily computable contingency tables of interacting
modalities are used. Overall, our paper proposes a general
framework for clustering multimedia collections, which can
be straightforwardly applied to video data, sound tracks, hy-
pertext etc. as well as to any of their combinations.

2. Combinatorial Markov Random Fields

Definition 1 A combinatorial random variable Xc is a dis-
crete random variable defined over a combinatorial set
(i.e. a set of all subsets, partitionings, partial orderings
etc. of a given finite set).

In this paper, we focus on the task of hard clustering, or par-
titioning, of a given set. For this task, we define a combi-
natorial random variable over all the possible partitionings
of the set. Note that a combinatorial random variable, while
being an ordinary discrete random variable with a finite do-

main, has a unique property: in most real-world cases, the
event space of Xc is so large that the distribution P (Xc)
cannot be explicitly specified.

For example, consider a discrete random variable
X with three values {red, green, blue} selected ac-
cording to a probability mass function {1

2 , 1
3 , 1

6}. A
combinatorial random variable Xc can then take five
values: {{red, green, blue}}, {{red, green}, {blue}},
{{red, blue}, {green}}, {{green, blue}, {red}}, and
{{red}, {green}, {blue}}. Assume that the underlying
probability mass function of Xc is { 1

5 , 26
125 , 1

5 , 1
5 , 24

125},
which is unknown to the practitioner. If the task is to find
the most probable partitioning, a long sampling process
should be applied. This process will be infeasibly long if
the event space of X consists of, say, one hundred values.

For each partitioning xc, we find it useful (see Sec-
tion 2.2) to define a discrete random variable X̃ over clus-
ters in xc. Continuing our example above, for xc =
{{red, blue}, {green}} the variable X̃ takes two values:
{red, blue} and {green}. Note that the probability of a
cluster is a sum of probabilities of its elements, so that the
probability mass function of X̃ here is { 1

2 + 1
6 , 1

3}.

Definition 2 A combinatorial Markov random field (Com-
raf) is an MRF, at least one node of which is a combinatorial
random variable.

In this paper we consider only Comraf models, each node
of which is a combinatorial random variable. Because of
the uniqueness of combinatorial random variables, it is im-
possible to apply existing MRF inference techniques to
Comrafs, therefore a specially designed inference method
is used, which is based on combinatorial optimization.

One of the plausible characteristics of Comraf models is
compactness: a useful Comraf model can consist of just a
handful of nodes. Compactness makes the model analysis
much easier; also, choosing the best Comraf model (for a
particular problem) is a manageable task, as the number of
possible variations is relatively small. In our future work,
we will apply model learning, which is feasible in Comrafs.

2.1. Comraf* model for multi-modal clustering

Multi-modal (hard) clustering is a problem of simulta-
neously constructing m partitionings of m data modalities,
e.g. of images, their colors, their interest points, words in
their captions etc. By clustering modalities simultaneously,
one would overcome statistical sparseness of the data rep-
resentation, leading to a dense, smooth joint distribution of
the modalities, which would result in potentially more ac-
curate clusterings than the ones obtained separately.

Note that in most real-world cases, a practitioner is inter-
ested in clustering only one modality (images, in our case),
which we call a target modality. This implies that not every



modality has to be clustered: if a representation of a modal-
ity is dense enough, clustering it may cause an underestima-
tion of the joint (an effect known as oversmoothing), which
may hurt clustering results of the target modality. For ex-
ample, if images are distributed over 256 colors, it makes no
sense to simultaneously cluster images and colors because
the distributions are already dense enough.

In this paper, we present a special case of Comraf mod-
els, in which only the target modality is clustered, while the
representations of all the other modalities are assumed to be
dense enough. Each unclustered modality is represented by
an observed combinatorial random variable. An observed
random variable is a variable whose value is preset and fixed
(traditionally, such a variable is shaded on an MRF graph).
Recall that a combinatorial random variable is defined over
all the possible clusterings of a given set. In case of un-
clustered modalities, the observed value of a corresponding
combinatorial random variable is a clustering of all single-
ton clusters. For example, given a set {red, green, blue},
the observed value of a corresponding combinatorial ran-
dom variable is {{red}, {green}, {blue}}.

Each observed combinatorial random variable of an un-
clustered modality is connected by an edge with a hidden
combinatorial random variable of the target modality. Ob-
served nodes are not connected to each other because they
are statistically independent by definition. Hence, the re-
sulting topology of the Comraf model is an asterisk with the
target modality in the center. We call such a model Com-
raf*. Examples of Comraf* graphs are given in Figure 1.
Despite that only one modality is clustered in Comraf*, it is
still a model for multi-modal clustering, as multiple modal-
ities are involved in the clustering process.

The general Comraf model, however, takes care of any
number of dense and sparse random variables. In Sec-
tion 3.2 we present a Comraf model for simultaneously
clustering images and their local features, while incorporat-
ing other (unclustered) modalities. Since the simultaneous
clustering can be computationally hard, we show how to re-
duce the computational burden by translating such a Comraf
model into a number of Comraf* models, each of which is
then optimized sequentially.

2.2. Inference in Comraf and Comraf*

Given a Comraf model over m combinatorial random
variables Xc = {Xc

0 ,Xc
1 , . . . , Xc

m−1}, where Xc
0 corre-

sponds to the target modality, the task is to find the most
probable instantiation of Xc (this task is commonly referred
to as the Most Probable Explanation, or MPE): xc

MPE =
arg maxxc P (xc).

According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [5], the
joint distribution P (xc) is a Gibbs distribution: P (xc) =
1

Zf
exp

∑
j fj(xc), where fj(xc) are arbitrary potential

functions defined over cliques in the Comraf graph, and Zf

is a normalization factor called a partition function. Let us
consider only the smallest cliques, i.e. edges E. If the po-
tential functions are preset and fixed for each edge, then
the partition function becomes a constant and thus the MPE
problem is solved with:

xc
MPE = arg max

xc

∑
eij∈E

fij(xc
i , x

c
j). (1)

The simplicity of this model allows to choose complex, the-
oretically justified potential functions. Here we adopt the
idea presented in [3] in a similar setting: as a potential func-
tion fj , we choose (weighted) mutual information between
variables X̃i and X̃j , which are defined over xc

i and xc
j re-

spectively (see the beginning of Section 2). Thus, our ob-
jective function is:

(xc
0)MPE = arg max

xc
0

∑
eij∈E

wijI(X̃i; X̃j), (2)

subject to |X̃i| = ki and |X̃j | = kj . Mutual information be-
tween a clustering and another, interacting random variable
has a long history of being used in various unsupervised
settings, starting with the Information Bottleneck [18], and
including image clustering [13]. For a short review, see [4].
Weights wij are by default set to 1; non-unity weights can
be used to bring widely ranging mutual information terms
to the same scale (see an example in Section 3.2).

In Comraf*, where all the edges are attached to Xc
0 and

all the leaves are observed combinatorial random variables,
Equation (1) is transformed into:

(xc
0)MPE =

= arg max
xc
0

m−1∑
j=1

fj(xc
0, x

c
j) = arg max

xc
0

m−1∑
j=1

wjI(X̃0;Xj),

(3)
since X̃j = Xj for the unclustered modalities.

2.3. Comraf* optimization procedure

To compute the weighted sum of pairwise mutual infor-
mation from Equation (3), the following procedure is used.
The input of the procedure is an (empirical) joint distri-
bution P (X0,Xj) of the underlying data of each interact-
ing pair (Xc

0 ,Xc
j ). For a given partitioning xc

0, the distri-

bution P (X̃0,Xj) is computed using the cumulative rule
P (x̃0;xj) =

∑
x0∈x̃0

P (x0, xj). Marginals P (X̃0) and
P (Xj) are obtained through the marginalization P (x̃0) =∑

xj
P (x̃0, xj) and P (xj) =

∑
x̃0

P (x̃0, xj). Now we
have all the ingredients to calculate the mutual information:

I(X̃0;Xj) =
∑
x̃0,xj

P (x̃0, xj) log
P (x̃0, xj)

P (x̃0)P (xj)
.

In most real-world cases, it is infeasible to find the global
maximum in Equation (3) because the number of possible
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Figure 1. Comraf* models: (a) for images Gc and words W c from
their captions; (b) for images, words and colors Cc; (c) for images,
words, colors and blobs Bc; (d) straightforward generalization to
any number of modalities.

partitionings xc
0 is exponentially large in the size of the X0’s

domain. We apply a local optimization procedure, in which
we start with some clustering and greedily optimize the ob-
jective while exploring a local neighborhood of the initial
configuration. The local search is performed by iteratively
transferring each value of X0 from its current cluster into a
cluster such that the objective is maximized.

Note that we can apply Equation (3) only subject to
|X̃0| = k0, i.e. only when the number of clusters is fixed,
otherwise such an optimization can result in a degenerative
clustering of all singleton clusters. This does not imply,
however, that hierarchical clustering is not applicable to our
case. Clusters can be arbitrarily merged or split, after which
the number of clusters should be fixed and then it is safe to
optimize Equation (3). When the greedy optimization con-
verges to a local maximum, we may again merge or split
clusters, after which we proceed with the next iteration of
the optimization routine etc.

Thus, we can employ both top-down and bottom-up clus-
tering procedures. In the top-down procedure, we start with
one cluster that contains all the values of X0 and split it until
the required number of clusters is obtained (while interleav-
ing with the optimization routine). In bottom-up clustering,
we start with all singleton clusters and merge them until,
again, reaching the required number of clusters.

Computational complexity of the top-down algorithm
is O(l|X0|

∑m−1
j=1 |Xj |), and of the bottom-up algorithm

O(l|X0|2
∑m−1

j=1 |Xj |), where l is a (fixed) number of clus-
tering iterations. Note that an arbitrary number of leaves
(unclustered modalities) can be incorporated into the Com-
raf* model, while adding new modalities increases the com-
plexity only linearly.

3. Modalities

In this work, along with images, we consider three other
modalities. The first one is words from image captions. We
remove stopwords and apply simple ‘s’-stemming (removal
of plural suffixes). A joint probability of an image g and
a word w is P (g, w) = Nw∈g

|W | , where Nw∈g is the number

of occurrences of w in g’s caption, |W | is the total number
of words. Another modality is colors appearing in images.
The joint probability distribution of colors and images is
obtained from color histograms, as a number of pixels of
color c in image g divided by the total number of pixels in
all images. The third modality is blobs, as described below.

3.1. Rectangular blobs

Blobs (or visual terms) are a special type of image con-
tent representation based on a fixed vocabulary. To gener-
ate blobs, images are first segmented into regions, which
are then clustered across all images. Blobs are the result-
ing region clusters. Each image is mapped onto the set of
blobs which leads to in a representation analogous to the
bag-of-words (BOW) in text processing.

Barnard and Forsyth [2] and Duygulu et al. [9] segment
images into semantically coherent regions using Blobworld
and Normalized-Cuts algorithms. Unfortunately, these al-
gorithms do not always produce segmentations accurate
enough for further use. Jeon and Manmatha [15] and Feng
et al. [10] use a rectangular grid to segment images and re-
port better results on an image retrieval task. We apply the
same set of blobs as in [10], built using the following pro-
cedure. Images are first segmented to regions using a 6 by 4
grid. Then, for each region, a feature vector is constructed
that contains texture and color information: Gabor texture
filters with 4 orientations and 3 scales are used to construct
12 dimensional texture features; the mean, standard devia-
tion and skewness of RGB and LAB components are com-
puted to build 18 dimensional color features. The resulting
30 dimensional feature vectors are clustered using k-means.

3.2. Blobs constructed by Comraf models

As discussed in Section 3.1 above, a clustering process
is involved in constructing blobs from rectangular regions,
represented by color and texture features. Naturally, since
Comrafs are models for multi-modal clustering, an intrin-
sic Comraf model can be used for simultaneously clustering
images and their regions. Co-clustering of images and fea-
tures has been recently described in literature [17], however,
Comrafs have an additional power over co-clustering meth-
ods: Comrafs can incorporate multiple modalities, both
sparse (that are to be clustered) and dense (that are not).

Figure 2 (left) shows a Comraf model for clustering im-
ages G simultaneously with their regions R, taking into ac-
count color C and texture T information of the regions, as
well as the colors and caption words W of the images. Ob-
viously, more edges and nodes can be added to the model,
depending on the data availability.

In Section 2.3 we mentioned that the input of a Comraf
inference procedure is a set of pairwise probability tables
P (Xi,Xj) for each edge in the Comraf graph. An inter-
esting case is the (Gc, Rc) edge between image and region
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Figure 2. (left) A Comraf model for simultaneously clustering im-
ages Gc and their rectangular regions Rc, while taking into ac-
count words W c from image captions, colors Cc and texture data
T c; (right) a translation of this model into a two-step Comraf*:
the first Comraf* is for clustering regions into blobs, whereas the
second Comraf* is for clustering images based on these blobs.

combinatorial random variables in Figure 2 (left). Unlike
colors and caption words, each region is unique, so for each
region r and each image g, their joint probability is:

P (r, g) =

{
1
|R| , if r ∈ g

0, otherwise,
(4)

where |R| is the total number of regions in the dataset. Such
a probability mass function is useless for clustering regions,
because only regions that belong to the same image can be
clustered together. A possible way to resolve this problem
would be to estimate this probability by giving a portion of
its mass to P (r, g) even if r /∈ g. Such an estimation can be
made based on computing similarities between regions of
various images, which is computationally hard: O(|R|2|r|),
where |r| is the size of any region.

Comrafs offer an elegant solution to this problem: since
regions are clustered not only based on images, but also
based on colors and texture, neither of which has this prob-
lem, we still can use Equation (4). As long as images
are clustered in parallel with regions, Equation (4) allows
grouping together regions that belong to the same image
cluster, as desired. Therefore, we apply the Comraf model
from Figure 2 (left) as it is. We choose to cluster images
bottom-up and regions top-down. In our objective func-
tion (2), we cope with the fact that I(R̃; G̃) is two orders
of magnitude larger than I(R̃; C̃) and I(R̃; T̃ ), by setting
the weights of the latter two terms to 100.

The simultaneous clustering of images and regions is a
time consuming process: its complexity is O(|R| |G| (|C|+
|T | + |W |)). We propose a light-weight version of this
model, in which inference is done in two steps: first, re-
gions are clustered based on their color and texture fea-
tures, and then images are clustered based on colors, caption
words and region clusters. Such a model is equivalent to a
set of two Comraf* models presented in Figure 2 (right).
This model’s complexity is plausible: O(|R| (|C| + |T |) +
|G| (|C| + |R̃| + |W |)), where |R̃| is the number of region
clusters. Generalizing this setting, it is easy to see that any
Comraf can be translated into a series of Comraf* models.

Category # of images Category # of images

Birds 152 Christianity 191
Desert 172 Islam 96
Flowers 165 Judaism 187
Trees 190 Personalities 188
Food 187 Symbols 130
Housing 165 OVERALL: 1823

Table 1. Categories (and their sizes) of the IsraelImages dataset.

4. Experimentation

We experiment with a variety of particular Comraf*
models (see examples in Figure 1), as well as with the gen-
eral Comraf models from Figure 2. The experiments are
conducted using our open-source Comraf clustering tool.1

In all our models, images are clustered agglomeratively. All
our results are averaged over 10 independent runs, with the
standard error reported. As a baseline, we use the k-means
algorithm (SimpleKMeans implementation of WEKA2),
where images are represented as BOW of their captions.
Also, our 2-node Comraf* model is equivalent to the hard-
clustering version of Information Bottleneck (IB) [18] (see
[4] for discussion), hence we use it as our baseline as well.

For evaluation of our clustering results, we use image
clustering accuracy. Let C be the set of ground truth cat-
egories. For each image cluster g̃, let µC(g̃) be the max-
imal number of elements of g̃ that belong to one cate-
gory. Then, the precision of g̃ with respect to C, is de-
fined as Prec(g̃, C) = µC(g̃)/|g̃|. The micro-averaged
precision of the entire clustering gc is: Prec(gc, C) =∑

g̃ µC(g̃)/
∑

g̃ |g̃|, which is the portion of documents that
belong to the dominant categories. For all our experiments,
we fix the number of clusters to be equal to the number of
categories, thus Prec(gc, C) equals clustering accuracy.

4.1. Datasets

We demonstrate the performance of our clustering meth-
ods on two datasets: a subset of the benchmark Corel
dataset and a new multimedia dataset, which we refer to
as IsraelImages, collected by us especially for this work.

The Corel subset3 has already been used in various pre-
vious research projects [9, 14, 10]. The dataset consists
of 5,000 images from 50 Corel Stock Photo CDs. Each
CD contains 100 images on the same topic, such as “Sun-
rises and Sunsets”, “Mountains of America” and “Wild An-
imals”. Every image has a caption and an annotation. The
caption is a brief description of the scene and the annotation
is a list of objects that appear in the image. An example
of an image caption is “Man And Boy Fishing Mountain

1comraf.sourceforge.net
2cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
3kobus.ca/research/data/eccv_2002



Method Accuracy

k-means: images over caption words 22.0%
IB: images/caption words 44.2 ± 1.0%
IB: images/colors 24.4 ± 0.2%
Comraf*: images/words/colors 54.2 ± 0.9%
Two-step Comraf*: Figure 2 (right) 69.0 ± 0.6%
General Comraf: Figure 2 (left) 68.6 ± 1.0%

Table 2. Clustering results on the IsraelImages dataset. All
IB/Comraf results are averaged over 10 independent runs with the
standard error of the mean reported after the ‘±’ sign.

Lake”, while “Tree People Mountain Water” is an annota-
tion for this image. Overall 371 words are used to annotate
the collection. The original dataset has 4,500 training im-
ages and 500 test images. Since our model does not require
training, we use 4,500 training images for our experiments
and save the remaining 500 images for future use.

The second dataset consists of 1823 images downloaded
from IsraelImages.com. The images reflect main as-
pects of Israel scenery/society and are grouped into 11 cat-
egories (see Table 1). Each image is 375 by 250 pixels and
has a 1 to 18 words long caption. This dataset is available
to the research community.4

4.2. Results and discussion

Our results on the IsraelImages dataset are reported in
Table 2. Adding the color modality to the caption BOW im-
proves the clustering result by 10% (on an absolute scale),
whereas adding the regions (in a 2-step Comraf* scheme)
leads to an additional 15% improvement. These findings
demonstrate the value of multi-modal setting in image clus-
tering. The general Comraf model from Figure 2 (left) is not
able to outperform the 2-step Comraf*. This is probably due
to the fact that color and texture information is more impor-
tant for clustering regions than the correspondence between
regions and image clusters.

We also experiment with various levels of color granu-
larity in a 3-node Comraf* setting (from Figure 1b)—the
results are presented in Figure 3 (left). As can be seen, if
the color information is detailed enough (above 216 colors),
the difference in the results is statistically insignificant. Fig-
ure 3 (center) shows the results of the 2-step Comraf* over
various numbers of colors for clustering regions. Generally,
less colors are needed for clustering regions than for clus-
tering images: 216 colors appear to be too many.

A summary of our results on the Corel dataset is pre-
sented in Table 3. It shows surprisingly similar trends as for
IsraelImages. On a 3-node setup with caption words and
blobs we obtain 59.4% accuracy, which is especially im-
pressive given that a random assignment of images into 50

4www.cs.umass.edu/˜ronb/image_clustering.html

Method Accuracy

k-means: images over caption words 22.0%
IB: images/caption words 46.6 ± 0.5%
IB: images/colors 22.5 ± 0.2%
IB: images/blobs (see Section 3.1) 24.7 ± 0.3%
Comraf*: images/words/colors 55.3 ± 0.5%
Comraf*: images/words/blobs 59.4 ± 0.5%
Comraf*: images/words/colors/blobs 60.1 ± 0.3%
Two-step Comraf*: Figure 2 (right) 61.2 ± 0.4%
IB: images/annotation words 58.6 ± 0.3%

Table 3. Clustering results on the Corel dataset. All IB/Comraf
results are averaged over 10 independent runs with the standard
error of the mean reported after the ‘±’ sign.

clusters would lead to 2% accuracy (our result is 30 times
above random). Adding the color modality improves this
result only insignificantly (as expected, since blobs already
incorporate the color information, among with texture). The
success of 3-node and 4-node Comraf* clustering models is
also supported by the fact that they outperform a 2-node
supervised clustering model, in which images are clustered
with respect to their annotations assigned by human experts.

The 2-step Comraf* shows some further (minor) im-
provement over the 1-step Comraf* models. Here, in con-
trast to IsraelImages, 8 colors are enough for clustering re-
gions, and adding more colors causes a significant drop in
the performance. We suspect that the Corel dataset is “too
simple”: it contains many images that are almost identical
to each other, therefore more advanced clustering models
lead to no (or minor) gain over the simpler ones.

Analogously to our IsraelImages experiment with vari-
ous sizes of color sets, we test various numbers of blobs on
Corel. In previous work [9, 14], the number of blobs is set
to 500, to (roughly) correspond to the number of annotation
keywords. Here we show that 500 blobs are not enough for
clustering: when moving from 1000 to 2000 blobs, a signif-
icant boost in the system’s performance can be seen.

Figures 4 and 5 are illustrations of the quality of multi-
modal setup: unrelated groups of images are mixed together
when the clustering is based only on caption words, whereas
they are nicely separated when a visual modality is added.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the powerful Com-
raf framework to clustering multimedia collections. We
have also proposed a family of lightweight Comraf models
called Comraf*, which demonstrate excellent performance
on clustering two real-world data collections. To further im-
prove the results, a semi-supervised Comraf setting [4] may
be used, in which a few labeled examples are taken into ac-
count in the clustering process. We plan to experiment with
this setting in our future work.
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Figure 3. Experimentation with various numbers of: (left) colors on IsraelImages in a 3-node images/words/colors Comraf*; (center) colors
for clustering regions in the 2-step Comraf* on IsraelImages; (right) blobs on Corel in a 3-node images/words/blobs Comraf*. Our baseline
is the 2-node images/words clustering result. Left and right graphs show the same trend: after reaching a certain number of colors (256) or
blobs (2000), the results vary only insignificantly. The central graph, however, shows that too many colors for clustering regions can hurt.

Designing general Comraf models for image clustering
(in flavor of the model shown in Figure 2 left) is an ongo-
ing process. Various setups should still be tested, various
modalities should be incorporated. For example, interest
points of images is an important modality not to be ignored.
Extensive experimentation will lead to discovering the op-
timal Comraf setting for clustering multimedia collections.
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(a) Clustering results using only caption words, Corel dataset

(b) Clustering results using words and blobs, Corel dataset

Figure 4. Corel dataset. The first row shows clustering results using only words. Swimmers and swimming tigers are clustered together
because they share common terms like “water” and “swim”. The second and the third rows show clustering results using both words and
blobs. The swimmers and the swimming tigers are now in two different clusters with other similar images.

(a) Clustering results using only caption words, IsraelImages dataset

(b) Clustering results using words and color histograms, IsraelImages dataset

Figure 5. IsraelImages dataset. People portraits and pictures of the menorah monument are clustered together using caption words because
they have a word ‘Knesset’ (the Israeli parliament) in common: the individuals are Knesset members, while the menorah monument is
placed in front of the Knesset building. The problem is resolved after the color modality is added.


